
The original television show, The Tomorrow

People hovers on the edges of my memory,

with vague images of their resplendent faces,

the smooth BBC synthesised computer voice

that would make Steven Hawking jealous,

and like a lot of my memories, I remember a

quality of the light, bright white light that swallows

up slim figures clad in stretchy jump suits.

I remember that for some reason they thought

that they were better than everybody.

I identified with that.

In fact I spent a lot of my childhood time

staring at inanimate objects in a vain attempt

at telekinesis. This lasted into my late teens.

Despite the fact that the rocks never lifted off

the ground, the spoons never bent, and I could

never get those earthworms I cut in half to join

up together again, I still knew that I was special

and different. I explained this to my friends in

a number of ways. I was from another planet.

I was magic and psychical. From the future.

I could see the true nature of things, my eyes

filtering out all the trick subliminal messages

that fooled all the other fools. I felt I was always

on the verge of shedding my person skin to

reveal the splendid humanoid alien reptile that

I knew then and still know that I am underneath.

The artists in The Tomorrow People are also

different; perhaps they too are better than

you or I. Homo Superior? Maybe. Do they form

words like smooth river stones and drop them

one by one in the lakes of each other’s minds?

Maybe. Have they, finally, in a last ditch effort

to communicate something, anything, that

doesn’t bow to the tyranny of language and

might still actually work, even just a little, turned

to art? Certainly. Whatever the case they are all

tuned to the same psychical radio station.

What is perhaps most remarkable about the

artists in The Tomorrow People is that despite

their disparate forms, techniques, aesthetics

and media, their works speak to, nay, babble

at one another from across the room. They are

altogether convivial and engaging, and relish

these connections as much as they revel in

the chance encounter – a perfect pastel shade

of carpet, or an excellent op shop treasure.

Their works weave together cheerily like

Ani O’Neill’s crocheted baby bonnets but still

have a Gavin Hipkinsish critical edginess and

the piss elegance of Ronnie van Hout’s elegant

piss up. The works of Violet Faigan, Saskia Leek

and Daniel Malone read, vogue and give shade

to one another, and all the works, in their own

way, show a world view from an isolated

pacific island. Inflected with the fluid dichotomies

of regionalism and globalism, their works

infect and dissolve into the wider world like

Joyce Campbell’s images of various substances

dissolving into other various substances.

Dan Arps
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Adam Hyde talks to Sally McIntyre about

(and around) pHonic in an interview originally

broadcast on Mag:net Arts talkshow,

RDU98:3FM, Christchurch.

Sally McIntyre: You state that pHonic

“investigates how a traditional relationship is

deconstructed by artists who reposition the

listener as musician”, echoing such

musician/software designers as Markus Popp

(Oval), who contends he is moving on from a

musical art that focuses on the audience to one

that focuses on the ‘user’, offering listeners a

role change from consumer to producer.

Within a world which offers us an increasing

immateriality, where instruments have been

replaced by software, and whole relationships

can be conducted a-physically via

communicative technologies, is pHonic

about finding your place in technology,

perhaps through its use as an artform?

Adam Hyde: Your place within technology in

terms of the way the computer is actually the

interface, and how you respond to it.

We’ve come up against the fact that it’s all

artificial - icons on desktops have been created;

they didn’t exist in nature. We’ve had to work

our way through them based on a lineage of

understanding that seems intuitive but it’s not

necessarily the best way to go. Interface is a

very important part of constructing the

relationship between yourself and the machine,

and that’s very much what a lot of the works

investigate, and some of them are straightforward

but surprising, and others are more obscure,

but all of them provoke a curiosity about:

why do we live with these constructs, why aren’t

there other investigations going on?

SM: You’re interested in a very wide sense in

the cultural, theoretical and philosophical issues

surrounding technology?

AH: Absolutely, but we’re not ‘technology heads’,

we’re very interested in the Humanist element

of it. For example, the name ‘r a d i o q u a l i a’:

its very difficult to define ‘radio’, radio is an

extraordinary phenomenon and crosses a lot of

areas, you can describe a lot of things via the

term, it’s more of the world than we realise.

‘Qualia’ is a philosophical term about the

qualitative states of our experience. If you see

the colour white, it’s said that you experience

‘white qualia’, so r a d i o q u a l i a is

‘the experience of radio’, but radio in a

very broad sense, so it becomes more like

‘the experience of Humanist methods for

communication’. Those are the kinds of territories

we like to explore as much as possible,

both within the technology domain, and

specifically within the domain of communication.

SM: You’ve talked about sound as one of the

major areas of experimental, innovative work in

the arts at the moment. Sound is something

we’ve become used to basing in objects,

like CDs, which are then commodifiable.

Napster changed that a lot, but I guess radio

has always had that aspect. It seems to change

the entire nature of listening to something if it’s

not an object that you buy, but more like a

process that comes through this technology.

AH: Well exactly, and I think that’s really good,

because there’s no need to be audiophiles,

what’s the point in that? What is it that you’re

actually interested in, and what is the experience?

Would anyone really want to abstract to the

degree where they’re sitting in a blacked out

underground bunker to experience pure tone

shifts after John Cage? Mostly, music can’t be
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pHonic Curated by r a d i o q u a l i a
rigasZieds, Audiorom, Arcangel, Lo-ser, <earshot>, zzkt
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